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Rose Polytechnic Institute has made special plans for the
returning veteran. Former students may enter at any time,
audit courses for the balance of the term then in progress,
and begin regular work at the opening of the next term. New
students should enter at the beginning of one of the four 12
week terms scheduled to commence in January, April, July
and October. Academic credit will be granted for educational
experiences in the armed forces, provided these are equivalent
to college courses. For special circular, address the Registrar.
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Dmlophantine Equations
by Warren Haverkamp, junior, ch.e.
Mr. Haverkamp here presents a
discussion on an interesting branch
of mathematics.

One equation in two variables is
called a Diophantine or indeterminate equation. This type of problem
was first proposed by Diophanties, a
Greek mathematician, who lived at
Alexandria probably in the second
half of the third century. The
mathematicians of this time could
not understand why this type of
problem was harder to solve than
other types. When algebra came in
existence they were able to set up
equations and to see that in these
problems there were a greater number of variables than equations.
While Diophantine equations may
have an infinite number of values
for the unknown quantities, it is
nevertheless true that by the introduction of a condition or conditions
into a problem, the number of values
may be limited and these values
algebracially and accurately determined. One common limitation in
these problems is that the results
shall be positive integers, or positive
whole numbers. An example of a
problem leading to a Diophantine
equation is as follows.

Y) (Z*2,9)
5Z
(2/Z*J461)*(-i4
= $20,000

= /0- /9CI

19 12 = /0 - /(5, ;

Simplifying,

(e)

Dividing by the coeficient of the
x or the y term, which ever is the
Emaller, and then rearranging,
(3)

(10) Ler

=

(11) Ler

ZIT=

89X* /43Y =20,000

=

e0 000
89

-f

Substituting the value of v in the
equation of step ten,
B9

= 4822r- 6

Since the kidnaper said that the
money must be paid in dollars we
can say that x and y must be posi'Live integers. Then we can say that

is equal to some integer, either positive or negative, that we call r.

Substituting the value of u in the
equation of step nine,

Continuing as above,
/9-d= 10 -35(3- /92171

(14)

04
= 280 -54(35111")
it= 6 -54 ZIT
54y

(16)

Multiplying by 89 and rearranging,

Dividing by the coeficient of the
A kidnaper asked a reward of
y term, which ever is the smallor
r
$20,000 for the return of a child.
then rearrangeing,
and
The kidnaper, having a queer sense e-,
of humor also placed certain require5 _A _
4
1C =
4
13,
411.
ments on the way the money should
(6)
'be paid. He made no statement as
to the amount of the first and second
(7)Ler
=
payments. From then on he said that
each payment must be the sum of and continuing as above,
the two preceding payments; there
being eleven payments in all. The
54,d= 10 - 35A.
kidnaper also stated that the money
=
must be paid in dollars. The problem
is to find the first two payments.
)Ler
We will call them x and y respectively. Writing down the only pos=
sible equation,
41-4
=
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•

= 64 -69(6-54lin

89Z -0- 143(8911.T-12)=20,000

071

Z = 244 -14322r

We now have equations for x and
y in terms of w.
By substituting values for w in
the equations, realizing they must
be positive or negative integers we
see,
no

< /,
W-> 1,

i5

negafive

X is negoiive

Z= 101

In this problem we see that there
is only one possible solution. Many
problems, however, have an infinite
number of solutions. An example of
a problem of this type is as follows.
(1) Four monkeys, after gather(Continued on Page 18)
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The United States is one of the
few countries which, because of its
large natural resources, has not had
to use its wood wastes. Today we
are only beginning to realize the
valuable products which may be obtained from these wastes. The production of ethyl alcohol by the
hydrolysis of wood wastes has been
developed to a point where it has a
chance of competing with other
alcohol processes.

Utilization of
by Robert Bannister, junior, ch.e.

industry only about half of the wood
used emerges as pulp, the rest going
down the drain as waste sulfite
The lumber industry has always liquor.
The amount of wood waste which
been notorious for the large amount
of waste it leaves in exploiting the is now recovered for use is small
forests. Even today, although con- compared with the amount which
servation is beginning to be prac- is burned or otherwise disposed of
ticed on a large scale, the industry simply to get rid of it. Recently,
still wastes more wood than is fin- however, a number of methods have
ally transformed into lumber or been developed for the utilization
pulp. Only about 30% of standing of wastes in the production of a
timber is converted into finished wide variety of by-products. In Gerlumber. A large amount remains in many these processes have already
the forest as debris in the form of been used in the large-scale producstumps, tops, branches, and bad tion of explosives, motor fuels, texlogs. At the sawmill further waste tiles, foods, and synthetic rubber. It
is produced, such as slabs, tailings, is not probable that such intensive
sawdust, and shavings. In the paper methods will be used in the U. S. in

the near future, since the German
production was artificially spurred
on by the extreme shortage of other
raw materials.
In some instances wood wastes
can be used immediately without
undergoing any chemical treatment.
One of the largest potential uses
for wood wastes, however, will be
as the raw material for a hydrolysis
and fermentation process producing
industrial ethyl alcohol together
with other chemicals. This process
has apparently been developed to a
point where it has a chance of remaining in competition with other
alcohol processes. One of the biggest
problems in this process, as in many
other processes using wood; is the
question of the disposal of lignin, a
constituent of wood which remains
as a residue from the hydrolysis.
Although much research has been
carried out on lignin, no good use
for it in large quantities has been
discovered.
Uses of Untreated Wastes

44.•

Part of the wood wastes around
the mill are used as fuel for heating
buildings and in the generation of
steam. This material is not considered real waste, since more expensive fuels would have to be purchased if wood were not used. On
the West Coast mill wastes are often sold for heating purposes at
fairly good prices. In addition, such
wastes are pressed into logs, forming a good fuel of high density
(about 3 times that of the original
wood) which is sold all over the
country. Certain grades of mill
wastes may also be used in pulp
manufacturing, in destructive distillation processes, or in the manufacture of charcoal. Discarded bark
from the Douglas fir and certain
other trees can be used to manufacChipping wood for hydrolysis.

U. S.
-

Forest Products Laboratory
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Waste Wood
ture granulated cork suitable for insulation, linoleum, and bottle cap
liners. Other bark, such as hemlock
and oak, can be made to yield tannin
for processing leather.
The utilization of sulfite waste
liquors is important from the standpoint of reducing pollution of
streams as well as providing byproducts for the pulp manufacturer.
At present much sulfite liquor,
which contains lignin and carbohydrates as well as other chemicals, is
disposed of by dumping it into a
stream. When this is forbidden by
anti-pollution legislation, the removal of certain chemicals is sometimes effected to make dumping
permissible. In other cases the liquor
is concentrated and burned as a
fuel or, when possible, sold for other
purposes. Quantities of concentrated liquor are used as a dust preventive and road binder by application on roads, especially in the West.
Its adhesive qualities make possible
its use in manufacturing briquets of
powdered coal, sawdust, or iron ore.
Sulfite liquor may be used as a
fertilizer and soil conditioner, furnishing certain chemicals and humus
to the soil. The carbohydrate component of the liquor can be fermented to alcohol. It has also been suggested that the sulfite liquor be used
in hardening cement, as a dispersing
agent in dyeing, or as an emulsifying
agent.

to consist of indefinitely polymerized chains built up of -C6H,05units. The hemicelluloses are complicated cellulosic products which
hydrolyze to form not only sugars
like those formed from cellulose but
also such additional products as
furfural. The lignin in the wood is
not hydrolyzed, but remains behind
as a residue.
Research on wood hydrolysis began more than a century ago, and
actual industrial production was attempted early in the 20th century.
Early experimenters utilized concentrated acid at atmospheric pressure, but with the exception of Bergius they were not successful. The
most widely used process at present
is the Scholler process (or a modification of it), in which the waste
wood is digested with very dilute
acid at elevated temperatures under
pressure. Germany has built nearly
30 Scholler plants. The first American plant to utilize this process was
constructed recently near Eugene,
Oregon to alleviate the wartime
shortage of alcohol. A wood hydrolysis process had previously been
utilized by the U. S. in World War
I, but the process was later discarded as being uneconomical under
peacetime conditions.
The raw material for the modified
Scholler process used in the U. S. is
waste wood, which must be converted into chips unless it is already
in
the form of sawdust or chips. The
Wood Hydrolysis
kind of wood used greatly affects the
Wood is composed of approxi- production
results, the Dotglas fir
mately 52% cellulose, 23'A lignin, being one of the
best woods for this
21% hemicellulose, and 4X extrac- use. The raw
material is fed into a
tives. It has long been known that large cylindrical
percolator, where
the cellulose and hemicellulose can 8 to 15 batches
of dilute sulfuric
be converted by hydrolysis in acidic acid are allowed
to percolate through
solutions into simple carbohydrates, the chips,
converting the cellulose
a portion of which can be fermented and hemicellulose
to sugar and
into ethyl alcohol. The hydrolysis of passing out the
bottom as dilute
cellulose may be represented as
(Continued on Page 20)
C61-11005 + H•0= C6111206
The reaction is actually much more
complex, since cellulose is believed Percolator in an ethyl alcohol pilot plant.
U. S. Forest
Products Laboratory
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Basic U. S. Invention -- Chemical
Reprinted from ALLIS-CHALMERS ELECTRICAL REVIEW

by Miles Henninger, patent atey.,
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Hall's Reduction of
Aluminum 1889
Modern life has just begun to
make extensive use of aluminum,
and it will certainly make greater
use of light-weight metals in the
future. The commercial reduction of
aluminum was the result of the
efforts of Charles M. Hall, who was
born in Thompson, Ohio, in 1863,
one of seven children of a Congregational minister. While a boy he
read his father's chemistry book
with interest, and he himself said,
"I read about Deville's work in
France and found the statement
that every clay bank was a mine of
aluminum and that the metal was as
costly as silver. Soon after, I began
to think of processes for making
aluminum cheaply."
While a student in the general
chemistry course at Oberlin College,
Hall's chemistry teacher exhibited
a few small buttons of aluminum
which had been reduced from aluminum chloride by a known chemical
method at a cost of eight dollars per
pound (1878). The difficulties in the
reduction of aluminum from its
compound were outlined. A discussion of aluminum's properties again
aroused Hall's interest and his appreciation of its possible uses. After
graduation, he built a laboratory in
the home woodshed and proceeded
to study aluminum with the encouragement of his family and of
his former chemistry teacher, Frank
F. Jewett.
Hall first experimented with various chemical reactions, and then he
conceived the idea that if he could
find a fused salt which would dissolve aluminum oxide, he might be
able to electrolyze the solution to
produce metallic aluminum. The
first step was the discovery that
molten cryolite would dissolve bauPage 6

I ast month the Technic ran a series
of articles on some basic U. S. electric inventions. In this issue we continue these articles with a dis'cussion
of a few basic U. S. chemical inventions. These articles were received
warmly when printed in the AllisChalmers Electrical Review and deserve a large reading public.

xite. Then Hall had to replace his
clay crucible with one of carbon.
On February 23, 1886, at the age of
22, Hall passed an electric current
from ordinary storage batteries
through a solution of alumina in
molten cryolite in a carbon crucible,
and produced a button of metallic
aluminum. Hall's method is disclosed in his process patent 400,665,
issued April 2, 1889, which shows
the equipment used. The same invention was made independently in
France by Heroult at approximately
the same time as Hall's discovery.
Hall tried to find capital in Boston
for further research needed for
adapting the process to large-scale
production. He tried to interest the
Cowles Co., Cleveland, Ohio, which
was trying to produce an aluminum
C. M. HALL.
MANUFACTURE OF ALUMINIUM.

No. 400,665.

Patented Apr. 2, 1889.
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Hall's Aluminum reduction equipment.

alloy by electrically heating a mixture of bauxite, carbon, and copper
to incandescense (patents 319,795,
June 9, 1885; and 324„658, August
18, 1885). Finally, he found Capt.
Alfred A. Hunt in Pittsburgh, and
the Pittsburgh Reduction Co. was
formed in 1888, and Hall became
vice-president in 1890. The final experimental work was done in a few
rooms on Smallman Street in Pittsburgh with Arthur V. Davis as
Hall's assistant. No better process
for producing aluminum is yet
known, and the Hall process is .still
used by the Aluminum Co. of America, the successor to the Pittsburgh
Reduction Co.
Hall was honored with the Perkin
medal in 1911. He died in 1914 after
many years of ill health, and his
large fortune was distributed for
educational purposes and for support of missionary work. Oberlin
College alone received several million dollars (one-third of his entire
fortune).
Burton's Oil Cracking 1913
Modern automobile transportation
and aviation would be handicapped
or impossible for lack of fuel if William M. Burton had not discovered
how to produce gasoline by cracking crude oil with the application of
heat and under pressure. Burton
was born in 1865 on a farm near
Cleveland, Ohio, and he was educated at Western Reserve University (to which he walked seven miles
each day), and at Johns Hopkins
University where he received a
Ph.D. degree. He was employed by
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana at Whiting as its first chemist, and while so
employed discovered the theory of
patent 1,049,667, issued January 7,
1913.
Experiments had been made in
applying pressure and heat to the
THE ROSE TECHNIC

W. M. BURTON.
MANUFACTURE OF GASOLENE.
APPLIOATION FILED JULY 3, 1912.

Patented Jan. 7, 1913

1,049,667.
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Burton's Oil Cracking equipment.

distillation of petroleum by Luther
Atwood as shown in patent 28,448
of May 29, 1860, and by Sir Boyerton Redwood and Professor James
DeWar (patent 419,931, January 21,
1890), but they reached no practical
conclusion. Burton first tried superheating without pressure, but the
yield was poor and the product unsatisfactory; he tried reagents and
catalyzers, but the cost was too high.
He then tried heat and pressure and
found that a pressure of 95 pounds
per square inch and a temperature
of 725° F. would break down what
was formerly only fuel oil into a lot
of gasoline and a little coke.
Burton's work was done before
OCTOBER, 1945

Allis-Chalmers

1913 (beginning in 1911) when these came an independent unit, Burton
pressures and temperatures were again requested money. The question
exceedingly high for the metals then was asked, "Are you sure you know
available. When the steel of the what you are doing?" He answered
stills was softening at the high tem- "Yes." He got the money and he
perature and the seams were likely knew what he was doing, as events
to part from the pressure, it took have proved.
courage to continue the experiments.
The return to Burton from his inEven the 100-gallon pilot plant still
vention is evident from the fact that
had to be caulked because it leaked
he became president of Standard Oil
at the rivets and seams when hot.
Co. of Indiana in 1918. He received
When Burton requested $1,000,000 the Willard Gibbs medal in 1918 and
from the board of directors of the the Perkin medal in 1922. The return
parent Standard Oil Co. to build a to Burton's employer, before January 1, 1921, was over $15,000,000 in
battery of production stills, he was
royalties on the Burton process (75
told, "No, you'd blow the whole L. E. 944)
(6 Journal of the Patent
state of Indiana into Lake Michigan." Office Society 11).
When Standard Oil of Indiana be(Continued on Page 22)
Page 7

Radar - Wartime Miracle
by Brice Rumble, junior, e.e.
The war has put a new word in
the news. It is Radar which means
radio detecting and ranging. The
letters are the same forward or backward. This is a clue to its performance in using the radio echo, which
is reflected by any object which the
radar beam strikes. For instance an
airplane acts as a mirror when it is
intercepted by a radar beam.
The Army and Navy in a joint release on April 25, 1943, defined
radars as "devices which the Allies
use to detect the approach of enemy
aircraft and ships, and to determine
the distance (range) to the enemies'
forces."
The statement continued: "Radar
is used by static ground defences to
provide data for anti-aircraft guns
for use in smashing axis planes
through cloud cover, and by airplanes and warships." It is one of the
wonders made possible by the electron tube.
Radar is used for defence as well
as offense. The British credit radar
as saving England during the aerial
blitz of 1940 and 1941. The locators
spotted German raiders long before
they were at the target, thus giving
ground forces and the R.A.F. ample
time for preparations. Radar has
played a vital part in stemming and
turning the tide of axis conquest.
The complete history of radar still
cannot be made public at this time.
No art has ever developed so rapidly. No such complex art was ever
brought to a state of usefulness so
soon. This fact was due to the superior position of technology in the
United States and also the impetus
of war.
The training of personnel to
handle new radar equipment was
almost as great a problem as the
development of the equipment itself. Scientists had to be spared from
their laboratory work to operate the
first radar sets aboard ship because
Page 8

Radar is one of the most important inventions of the war. Mr.
Rumble discusses the development
of radar and its important war
time applications.

no one else knew how to operate
them.
The great worth of new inventions
are often not fully realized until
disaster proves their value. The
plunge of the Titanic beneath the
Atlantic proved the true value of
Marconi's wireless.
Similarly the value of radar was
proven at Pearl Harbor. The radar
installation of the U. S. Army Signal
Corps in Hawaii was on the alert and
on that fateful morning of Dec. 7,
1941 detected planes approaching
and located them about a half hour
distant from the islands. However,
knowing that a number of American
planes were due from the mainland,
the authorities believed they had
spotted them and therefore took no
action. But the planes detected were
the Japanese squadrons on their
mission of treachery.
Did the enemy know about radar?
The fundamental principle is no
secret. The main objective of one of
the first Commando raids on the
French coast was to capture intact
a German radar station. The mission
was successful. In 1935 German companies revealed details of a "mystery ray" system said to be capable
of location positions of aircraft
through fog, smoke and clouds. It
was reported that beams could be
sent upward from groups of microwave transmitters and after reflection from hidden airplanes the echo
waves were picked up by a group
of receivers built in small weatherproof, iron boxes which could be
mounted atop tall buildings. Every
transmitter had a different code signal so that the received beam could
be identified.
America has for many years been
at the front in the radar develop-

ment, but because the war struck
England first it was there that radar
received its baptism of fire. The
British are justly credited for having
done a magnificent job is applying
radar to prevent the Luftwaffe from
striking a knockout blow. Nazi fighter bombers tried in vain to sneak
by the radar patrols.
A boy who yoo-hoos at a cliff and
hears the echo is illustrating the
fundamental radar principle. The
object struck sends back the sound
waves. But of course radio waves
travel much faster than sound. It
travels with the speed of light,
186,000 miles a second. The speed of
sound and light being known, and
the time elapsed before the echo is
observed, distance can be measured.
The speed of radio waves is so
great that it is only with the development of modern electronic devices that measurements have been
possible. For instance, the time required for a radio wave to travel a
distance of 50 ft. and back again is
one ten-millionth of a second, yet
radar measures it.
Radar however, is no overnight
development. Years of exploration
of the ether—pioneering that opened
up the ultra short wave spectrum—
are behind it as well as the newer
developments in radio circuits and
special electron tubes.
The beginning of radar development began back in the Twenties
when scientists were trying to measure the altitude of the "radio roof"
or the Kennally-Heaviside surface,
so named after its discoverers. This
surface is a conducting layer of
ionized air at high altitudes, which
acts as a mirror reflecting short
waves back to earth. Radio signals
were projected to this roof and the
time required for the wave to reach
the reflecting layer and return was
measured. They were thus able to
(Continued on Page 26)
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Campus Survey
by Keith Sutton, soph., m.e.
Coach Brown umpired all the
and Amos McClellan hurled for the
games.
losers.
The second game was a pitchers' Senior Banquet
battle from start to finish. The only
Plans are now underway for a
score of the game came in the last
Banquet to be held some
Senior
half of the seventh and final inning
term. Although nothing
this
after Dedert had just relieved time
will
Rumble of the pitching chore. With definite has been decided, it
a
by
followed
two mighty hits in succession by probably be a dinner
Freshmen Mueller and Miller, the gettogether and good time afterFirst-Year men pushed over the wards. Right now the big question
winning tally, making the final score is where the affair is to be held.
read: Freshmen, 1; Upperclassmen, Bonfire
0.
The Freshman class, which enThe Freshmen easily took the
tered in July, and the one which
third game with the assistance of
entered in October are planning a
numerous errors on the part of the
bonfire for Friday, October 26. This
Upperclassmen. The final score was
is the traditional home-coming bon8-3.
fire. For the past few years, however,
For the Upperclassmen, the fourth
there has been no home-coming.
game was a do-or-die affair since
The bonfire will be followed by a
the Freshmen had 2 victories to
school dance, as it was last year.
their one. So, coming from behind,
they overcame a 1 run deficit in the Box-Kite
fifth inning to take the game to the
The Senior Mechanicals built a
tune of 7-4. Playing was a little grand-scale five-foot box-kite one
Glee Club
ragged on both sides.
day toward the end of last term and
The Rose Glee Club held two
Both teams went into the final really flew it, much to the astonishpractices toward the end of last game sure of victory and full of pep.
ment of the students who saw it.
term and have started practicing
The Upperclassmen posted a four
Despite the fact that a little trouagain this term. An average of 14 to three lead in the first two innings
ble was experienced because one
fellows has been on hand for these which lasted to the sixth. Then it
man
couldn't hold it down and a
practices.
seemed as if someone had blown strong enough string wasn't availPractices are held each Wednes- the teams out of their defense and
decided it needed more
day night at 8 P. M. in the basement before the game had ended, the able, they
So flaps on it they built
area.
lifting
of the first Baptist Church. The club Freshmen had overcome that lead
the ground it did.
to
crash
and
is under the direction of Mr. Emil and built up an 8-4 lead for themTaflinger and the pianist is Mrs. selves, thus making them champs!
Fall Term
Clyde Bennett.
Monday, October 8, marked the
Dedert and Rumble did all the
Softball
pitching for the Upperclassmen, opening of the Fall Term at Rose
The Freshman softball team is while McClellan did an iron man's Poly.
For some students it will be the
champion of intramural softball. job for the Freshmen by pitching
term at the Institute. For others
last
5
all
games.
team
Upperof
a
composed
Playing
be their first. But for the
will
it
comwas
The
squad
Freshman
the
Freshmen defeated
classmen,
it will be known as—Fall
majority
posed
Bolle,
of
Schuman,
McClellan,
in
2
the final 5 game
them 3 games to
1945,
another obstacle in our
Term,
Osback,
Mueller,
Blanchard, Miller,
series to decide the championship.
education.
an
to
paths
The first game, which was played Lutz, Walls, Schwier, Gottfried,
A hearty welcome is extended to
on Tuesday, August 28, was a rout Jeffers, and Sandberg.
The Upperclassmen had Dedert, those first term men and a hope that
for the Upperclassmen. The score
was Upperclassmen, 9; Freshmen, 4. Rumble, McGlone, Loring, Durra, their last term will be a memorable
Brice Rumble and Bill Dedert did Sutton, Liddle, Wampler, Ice, Gro- one goes to those who leave us in
December.
the pitching for the Upperclassmen hovsky, Bailey, and Maienchein.

Football
On Monday, September 17, 31
men reported to receive football
equipment. On the following day
the first practice was held.
The future of this venture depends on what kind of team can be
developed and also on the number
of fellows who remain out. The team,
at the present time, has no scheduled games. However, if enough
promising talent is uncovered and
other conditions are just right, there
is a possibility that 2 or 3 games may
be scheduled this season.
This is more or less an experimental period for Coach Phil Brown.
He hopes to make this season a
warm-up for a full and wholehearted entrance back into football
circles next season.
If no intercollegiate games are
scheduled, the squad will be divided
into teams and some intramural
contests will be on tap.
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Alumni News
by David Templeton, soph., ch.e.
tation Project at Portland, Oregon.
Frederick Thodal, m.e.,
with honors, who is with
the American Bosch Corporation at Springfield, Mass., has
been made Engineer in charge of
the Carburation Laboratory.

The Grads Advance
In a recent release from General
Electric it was announced that
George H. Pfief, e.e., class of '05,
has been appointed manager of the
employee relations section of General Electric's Executive Department. Mr. Pfief's headquarters will
be in Schenectady, New York.
Mr. Pfief is a native of Terre
Haute, Indiana. He went to the
Test department of GE in Schenectady immediately following his graduation from Rose. On completion of
the test course, he worked in the
Test department office, and in 1908
joined the office organization of the
general superintendent of the Schenectady plant.
In 1913 he was named secretary
of the newly formed committee on
recruiting of college graduates for
positions in the Test department.
The late Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz
was chairman of the committee and
among its members were Albert L.
Rohrer and E. E. Boyer of Lynn.
Mr. Pfief personally visited schools
and interviewed their likely young
men. This was the development of
a new technique which is being used
today by GE and most other industrial concerns.
In 1922, Mr. Pfief was appointed
director of industrial relations for
the Schenectady works, but he continued his connection with the committee on recruiting until 1936. In
that year he transferred to the staff
of William R. Burrows, then the
vice-president in charge of manufacturing. Mr. Pfief became supervisor of personnel in all GE plants
and, as such, was one of the company's representatives in labor relations. When Mr. Burrows retired,
Mr. Pfief continued his duties with
Elmer D. Spicer, the succeeding
vice-president. He will have the
same general assignment in his new
position.
Page 10
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In The Service
News has been received that
Willis H. Bobbitt, a former student,
has been honorably discharged from
the Army Air Forces. He held the
position of Lieutenant and served
as Bombardier for 34 months. He
served overseas with the 15th Air
Force operating out of the European
Theatre. He flew 50 missions in a
B-24, earning the Air Medal and 3
Oak Leaf Clusters, Purple Heart,
and 3 Battle Stars before returning
George F. Pfief, '05
to the States December 1944.
Lt. Bobbitt served as Bombardier
of
at Carlsbad Army Air
Instructor
class
m.e.,
William D. Schwab,
Field,
engineerNew Mexico, until
Carlsbad,
'41, is doing the production
his
point
score entitled him to dising and important design work on
new and improved types of the charge.
He received his discharge Sepfamous turbosuperchargers, which
enable our bombers and fighter tember 12, 1945, and will take up
planes to fly higher, faster, and residence in his home town, Linton,
farther than enemy aircraft, and Indiana, with his wife.
Robert H. Dinkel
which also safeguard the lives of
has
at
air,
completed
a
America's fighting men in the
course at Rensselaer
the Aircraft Gas Turbine Engineering Division of the General Electric Polytechnic and has been transCompany's River Works at Lynn, ferred to Cornell.
Mass.
Marriages
Mr. Schwab has been with GE
Announcement has been made of
since his graduation from Rose. He the marriage of Ensign Richard Van
began work at Schenectady, New Kempana, ch.e., class of Feb. '43, to
York, as a testing engineer. He is a Miss Lillian Dorothy Frye on July
native of Cayuga, Indiana.
14, 1945, at the Norfolk Navy
Ralph B. Bennett, e.e., Chapel, Portsmouth, Virginia. Enwho is with General Elec- sign Van Kempana is in the U. S.
tric, has been trans- Naval Reserve.
ferred to their branch at Cleveland,
Word has been received of the
Ohio.
marriage of E. Harold Stanfield, c.e.,
H. Loren Thompson, c.e., class of Oct. '43, to Miss Harriet
with honors, has a years Zimmerly on September 15„ 1945 at
leave from his position at the First Evangelical and Reformed
Northwestern University to work Church, Akron, Ohio.
with Stevens and Koon on the Sani(Continued on Page 28)
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Research and Development
by Charles Hanley, fresh.
Light Touch

only manufacturer set up to turn
out any kind of insulator, Locke
Fluorescent lamps last longer if uses many different methods of
you let them burn continously, say forming its ware. For instance, in
lamp engineers. The reason: every the case of big transformer bushtime you turn one of these ings„ the "slip" (which is the name
tubes on, electrons "nibble" away for the water-and-mineral mixture
at the electrodes until the light- that forms the clay) is poured into
producing arc is struck. Eventually, molds. In the case of low-voltage
the electrodes are eaten away en- insulators, the clay is dried, pulverized and pressed into shape. And
tirely and the tube will not light.
Americans replace household light in the case of high-voltage insulabulbs on an average of once every tors, wet plastic clay is hand-worked
two-and-a-half years. The bulbs you and then machine-shaped. But rereplace in your kitchen and living gardless of the method used, the reroom every six months are more sulting insulators have two common
than cancelled out by the ones in qualities: They are among the most
your attic and, basement sockets. beautiful ceramics produced, and
The average life of a 60-watt in- are essential to the operation of
candescent bulb is 1000 burning electric lines and apparatus.
hours.

Measured to a Millionth
Ever try to measure the diameter
of a fine wire? You do it with a
micrometer, of course; but only to
1/10,000th of an inch. And in the
case of wires used in suspending
galvanometer mirrors, that isn't accurate enough. So what to do? One
engineer does the trick by a new
method. He bakes small pieces of the
wire he wants examined into a
special plastic block. Then very
carefully he exposes a cross-section
of the wires and polishes them
smooth. Then a technician puts the
block under a microscope with a
micrometer eyepiece. And now at
last it is possible to measure the
diameter of the wire to precisely
1 /1,000.000th of an inch.

An electronic tube so sensitive
that it makes possible the accurate
measurement of the infinitesimal
light of a star more than five quintillion miles away has been developed by lamp engineers. Smaller than a 25-watt incandescent light
bulb, this tube is simplifying the
detection of impurities in highexplosive compounds and is speeding electro-chemical analyses of
steel.
Clayramics
Time will tell whether the word
thought up by the Locke Insulator
Corporation to describe its work
will become generally accepted.
But in an industry as broad as the
ceramics industry (china, glass, pottery, cement, enamel are just a few
ceramics) some name is necessary
for that branch which turns clay
into porcelain. Hence "clayramics".
Locke is one of the oldest and
best known clayramicists in the
world. From its kilns in Baltimore
come millions of insulators in thousand of sizes and shapes a year. The
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After clay is in the mold, it is formed into the desired shape by a
revolving heated plunger.
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the transformer four different times.
The first two charges produce the
effect of a direct strike on the transformer. The second pair of charges
simulate lightning that strikes a distant part of the power line and is
carried to the transformer. This
((mass production" of lightning
strokes enables engineers to anticipate faults that might otherwise occur while the transformer is
in service, greatly shortens the impulse-test period, and insures quality control over materials and assembly techniques.
Alnico Magnet—It's a
Star Attraction

Measuring to one-millionth of an inch.

General Electric

tested in the high-voltage laboratory.
The lightning maker is the result
of many years of research by
Silicone rubber, a new developscientists and engineers and harks
ment of our Research Laboratories,
back to the days of the mid 1920's
retains its elasticity at temperatures when
investigators set up summer
as low as mius 60° F and as high as
camps in the Tennessee mountains
575. In addition, it is unaffected by to lie in wait for lightning bolts. The
ozone, corona and ultraviolet light on-the-spot
records these pioneers
agents that deteriorate other rub- made of lightning striking power
bers. At present its greatest uses are lines paved the way for its accurate
as Navy searchlight gaskets and air- reproduction in the laboratory.
plane turbosupercharger gaskets.
Up to three-and-a-half million
The principal limiting feature of
volts of electricity—the equivalent of
silicone rubber is its low tensile
some
of the most powerful thunderstrength. But when further research
bolts
ever recorded—are hurled at
overcomes the problem—as it undoubtedly will—this latest thing in
miraculous materials should find
many peacetime uses. It will probably be used in tires, gaskets, preserving-jar rings, cable insulation,
tubing for the transfer of hot liquids,
rubber gloves and garden hose that
need never be brought indoors.
Silicone Rubber is
Wonder Discovery

In recent years magnets have
shrunk in size and grown in strength.
The result is an impressive gain in
the efficiency. Behind this improvement is a fortunate discovery called
alnico, an alloy with greater magnetic power than any known material. For their work and development of the alnico magnets, scientists and engineers can rightly be
proud.
Alnico magnets are made by one
of two methods, casting or sintering.
Larger magnets (more than 1/10
pound) are usually made of cast
alnico. The sintering process makes
it possible to produce in huge quantities magnets of small size, intricate
shapes and great magnetic strength.
Alnico magnets are unequalled in
their adaptability to the precision
instruments which make our war

Lightning Mill
For the first time in the electrical
industry, a lightning-maker has been
installed on the production line to
"strike" every big power transformer
as it moves along toward the shipping floor. Previously transformers
of this size were only selectively
Page 12

Extrusion of silicone rubber gaskets.

GeneralElectric
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equipment efficient and deadly.
Their specific functions in the machinery of war cannot be revealed,
of course; but it can be said that
they are a requisite part of electronic equipment, aircraft gunnery
computer, submarine and mine detectors and intercommunication systems.
There is apparently no limit to the
variety of roles that the alnico magnet can play. For instance: a dentist
in New York City is experimenting
with the scheme of imbedding small
alnico magnets in the dentures to
eliminate "lower-plate wobble."
Checkers with magnets to hold
them against a metal board are
given to a hospital ship for the use
of wounded veterans. Many other

new uses of the alnico magnets are arsenals and ballistics laboratories
being made and experimented with. here and abroad. Oddly enough, the
success of this new device is based
on a weakness in the conventional
The world's fastest X-ray ma- X-ray machine. Occasionally, such
chine, capable of taking a picture machines "backfire" and discharge
in a millionth of a second or less, many thousands times the amount
is giving ballistics experts the "in- of current normally required for
side" story of what happens to a relatively low-speed work. Dr.
high-velocity projectile as it speeds Charles M. Slack studied this weakthrough a gun barrel or rips through ness and concluded it held the germ
thick armor plate. Discharging a of ultra-high-speed radiography. Tostream of X-rays 50 times faster gether with assistant Louis Ehrake,
than the average lightning bolt, the he developed a machine that disnew machine can take pictures charges a million times the current
through one-inch-thick steel, show- of the conventional X-ray tube, and
ing the behavior of a projectile or is hence many thousands times
the gun, from the instant of firing faster.
until the target is hit. More than a
The two men experimented with
dozen such machines are at work in
(Continued on Page 30)
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NEW FACTS ABOUT A-C'S WORK WITH INDUCTION HEATING
ANOTHER TEST OF OUR ABILITY TO SOLVE PROBLEMS IN ANY FIE
FURNACE BOX
METAL CHARGE

CRUCIBLE

Current in coil
induces heat within
metal charge

Inside view of Induction
Furnace showing important
application of Industry's
newest electronic tool—
Allis-Chalmers Mercury Arc
Converter which supplies
essential high-frequency
current to induction
heating coil.
COIL

MERCURY ARC
CONVERTER
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MOTOR —
GENERATOR

8070
or.
6.)
70%
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ki
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Today—already applied to induction furnaces, producing the energy
that makes metals melt in their
own heat with great savings of time
and power — is an amazing electronic device made by A-C!

72
LOAD

1/4
LOAD

FULL
LOAD

First -applied to induction heating
by Allis-Chalmers, the Mercury
Arc Converter has proved superior
in many ways to conventional rotating equipment—for instance steps
up efficiency 6 to 127o (see graph).

Other advantages of the Conyl
and induction heating: clean,
ible, easy to operate and con
Engineers predict for the fu
many new industrial possibil
in widely divergent fields!

In other industrial fields, A-C engineering has been equally alert.
To balance and control power accurately for special steel mill operations, we developed the "Regulex"
Exciter Set, above.

'rue "Regulex" Control helps speed
output of steel wire for bridge
cables ... regulates electrode position in electric furnaces—means
extra "heats," more special alloy
steel for peacetime use!

The same is true of the mining and
cement making fields. We outfit entire processing plants — make the
world's most complete line of crushers, grinders, screens and other
basic industry equipment.

Our new techniques, learned in war,
will work for better peacetime living! Postwar homes, cars, food,
clothing—all will be made faster,
cheaper and better thanks to A-C
"know-how" in many fields.

Wherever chemicals are processed
for drugs, plastics, synthetic rubber, you're apt to find other important A-C developments at work
—special pumps, sifters, scrubbers
and rotary kilns.

What's your technical problem?
Our staff of experts can assist your
engineers ... offer careful, skilled
analysis—new machines and methods to help speed output, meet
keen competition. Call us.

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I, Wisconsin

A "PLANT STUDY" YOURS FOR THE ASKING!
aw on our Vast Experience for Help in Solving Manufacturing and
sembly problems. We offer any industry Cooperative Engineering
rvice—the World's widest Range of Major Industrial Equipment!

ALLIS-C AL ERS
PRODUCER OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST
LINE OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT

Engineering That Aids
All Industry, pnd Furthers
American Good Living.

Fraternity Notes
the desires of its Brothers to continue their education.
Kappa chapter was host to a
The chapter has been making
Sigma Nu stag held Sept. 7, 1945.
plans for riish which is scheduled
All upperclassmen were invited and
for October 20 and 21. C. F. Flad,
everybody enjoyed a good time.
executive secretary of the fraThe chapter initiated Howard
ternity, will probably be with us at
Martin of Dana, Indiana, on Sept.
that time, and all the Brothers are
8, 1945. The brothers welcome Marlooking forward to seeing him again.
tin into the fraternity. Martin was
in the freshman class of '42 but due Alpha Tau Omega
to the war was out of school until
Indiana Gamma Gamma Chapter
this January when he re-entered
of Alpha Tau Omega is happy to
Rose.
announce the formal initiation of
Kappa held election of its new Frank Verdeyen, which was held on
officers for the coming term Sept. Sunday, September 9.
17, 1945. Those elected are as folA dinner was held on Wednesday
lows: Herbert Bailey, president; evening, September 26, with the
William McGlone, vice-president; Mothers' Club and alumni present
William Dedert, treasurer; Robert and our new Service Honor Roll,
Penno, house manager; David Tem- of which we are very proud, was
pleton, assistant house manager; dedicated. Indiana Gamma Gamma
Brice Rumble, corresponding secre- boasts 166 names on its Service Roll.
tary.
Brothers Phil Loring, Keith SutTheta Xi

The brothers are looking forward
to finals and eagerly to the vacation
which follows them on Sept. 28, 1945.
Plans are being made for both
events.
Several of Kappa's alumni have
visited within the last month. Fred
Nahm of Bowling Green, Kentucky,
was here while on furlough. Carl
Kottler was present at the stag. He
stated that he intended entering the
October term. Bob Schwindy, who
has just returned from Italy, dropped
in and informed us of conditions
there. We hope to see all of the
Army members back someday.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Recent visitors to the chapter include Brothers William Mitchell,
Robert Kylander, and Eugene
Broemmelsiek. Brother Broemmelsiek has received a discharge from
the U. S. Navy and is expecting to
re-enter school soon. Word has been
received from other Lambda Chis
who expect to be back in school
within a year. The chapter is gratified to see that service in Uncle
Sam's Armed Forces has not dulled
Page 18

ton and Bob Gillum, who graduated
in December, '44, spent the weekend in Champaign, Illinois, where
they attended an initiation at Illinois
Gamma Zeta Chapter at the University of Illinois.
Recent visitors at the house have
been Bill Parks, Gene Boatman,
John Murdock and Floyd Tingley.
All are in Navy Radar Training.

DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS
(Continued from Page 3)
ing coconuts all day, decided to retire
until the next day when they would
proceed to divide the coconuts
equally. After a short time one
monkey being of a suspicious nature
decided to get up and get his share.
After dividing the coconuts in four
equal parts there was one left over
which he threw away. After hiding
his coconuts he went back to sleep.
A little later another monkey
thought of the same thing. He also
found that there was one left over
which he threw away. When he had
finished his work he also went back

to sleep. The other two did the same
thing in succession. The next morning the monkeys divided the coconuts left by the last monkey in four
equal parts. There was one left over
which they threw away. The problem
is to find how many each got in the
morning and how many they gathered the first day.
Below are listed a few more problems which you may solve.
(2) A man buys 100 animals for
$100, giving $3 each for calves, $2
for each sheep, and 50 cents each for
geese. How many animals of each
kind may he have purchased? In
this problem there are two equations
in three unknowns. This problem
may be solved by eliminating one
variable, and solving the resulting
equation as above. (Three possible
solutions)
(3) A boy being asked how
many apples he had, replied that
he had between two dozen and three
dozen; that when he took them 4 at
a time, he found there were 3 left,
but when he took 5 at a time, there
was but 1 left. How many apples had
he? (one possible solution)
(4) A theater has a seating
capacity of 10,000. The theater collected $100. How many men, women
and children were there if the admission was five cents each for men,
two cents each for women, and
children ten for one cent. (One possible solution)

DRINK

IN BOWLES

"The Pause That Refreshes"

COCA COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
924 Lafayett3 Ave.

C-7094
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50,000 RADARS
wo years before Pearl Harbor the Government asked Bell Tele.1 phone Laboratories to help perfect radar as a military instrument.
The Bell System, through the Western Electric Company, its manufacturing branch, became the nation's largest supplier of radar systems.
Bell scientists designed and developed many different types of
radars—each for a specific job. One particular type was standard for
B-29s in the Pacific for navigation, target location and high altitude
bombing. Another directed all Navy guns over five inches.
This is not surprising, for radar development and production stem
from the same roots that produced and continue to nourish this country's telephone system.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
OCTOBER, 1945
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UTILIZATION OF WASTE WOOD
(Continued from Page 5)
sugar solution. The steam pressure
is progressively increased from 50
to 150 p.s.i., while the acid concentration is progressively reduced from
0.85(A to 0.4%. Temperatures range
up to 180° C. The sugar-containing
acid liquors are neutralized with
milk of lime (calcium hydroxide),
filtered, and passed on to the fermenting process. The residue from
the hydrolysis (lignin) is blown out
and pressed to reduce the moisture
content to 50Y or less. At present
it will be used for fuel. The time
required for the entire hydrolysis
is about six hours.
Because of the large quantities of
liquid used, the sugar solution is
dilute (2-6(A ). The sugars consist
of pentoses and hexoses, two-thirds
of which are fermentable. The fermentation requires about 29 hours
and is carried out in about the usual
manner. Urea and phosphates must
be added in minute quantities as a
nutrient for the yeast. The yield for
the whole process averages 50-60
gallons of alcohol per ton of wood,
with about 13 pounds of lignin per
gallon of alcohol. Such by-products
as acetic acid, furfural, and other
chemicals may also be recovered.
Another major by-product is fodder
yeast, which finds a ready market
with the livestock industry. Instead
of fermenting the sugar solution to
alcohol, it is also possible to produce
butylene glycol or butanol and
acetone.
Commercial operation of a Scholler plant in the U. S. may be a difficult proposition. Germany is the
only nation which has used the
process on a large scale, and this has
been the result at least in part of
government subsidies. Under American conditions it has always been
found uneconomical compared to alcohol manufacturing processes utilizing cheap molasses or waste refinery gases. With new modifications
introduced by research, however, it
may be found possible to operate
the Oregon plant under peacetime
conditions, at least on the borderline of economic competition. OperPage 20

ation will be particularly feasible if
some use for lignin more profitable
than burning it as a fuel can be
found, since huge quantities of lignin
will be produced.
The Utilization of Lignin
Lignin is an extremely complicated chemical which occurs in
various woods and plants to the extent of 20-40(A . It is believed that
lignin acts as a cementing material
to bind together the cellulose fibers
and prevent the wood from being too
flexible. Although a great deal of
research work has been performed
on the subject, the molecular constitution of the substance is not yet
definitely known. This is one of the
main obstacles to the successful
utilization of lignin. It is known that
lignin has an extremely high molecular weight and that the substance
is not a carbohydrate, since the ratio
of hydrogen atoms to oxygen atoms
is greater than 2 to 1. On a weightpercentage basis a typical lignin is
composed of 64'A carbon, 6% hydrogen, and 30#,4 oxygen.
Lignin usually occurs as a byproduct whenever cellulose is extracted from wood. In the wood
hydrolysis process it remains behind
as a residue, while in the manufacture of pulp it is washed out in the
sulfite liquor together with large
quantities of wasted cellulose. At
present the main use for lignin is as
a fuel. It has a heating value higher
than that of wood and about equal
to that of brown coal or lignite. In
European experiments lignin briquets have even been used successfully for powering motor vehicles.
Using lignin as fuel seems rather
wasteful, however, since valuable
organic chemicals can probably be
derived from it under suitable conditions.
A large number of uses for lignin
have been proposed, none of which
seems to provide a suitable largescale outlet at this time. One of the
most widely publicized uses is in the
production of plastics. Lignin is
somewhat thermoplastic at temperatures of 220° C and above, and can
be molded under pressure. Although

pure lignin plastic tends to crack
and crumble, promising plastics have
been developed by combining the
lignin with furfural, aniline, or various resins. Plastics with such qualities as high mechanical strength,
good electrical insulation, low moisture absorption, etc. may be developed by varying the proportions of
the constituents. However, it has
been pointed out that these plastics
would provide only a small outlet
for our huge lignin production even
if they should become extensively
used.
About half of the vanillin manufactured in the U. S. now is produced from lignin. Although this
process involves only comparatively
small tonnages at present, the availability of low-cost vanillin may create
a demand for the substance as the
raw material for producing a variety
of organic compounds, establishing
a large outlet for lignin. Lignin
preparations are also used by the
tanning industry in significant
amounts, and further research may
bring a modified product which can
be used in place of tannin. When
treated with chromic acid, lignin
may be profitably used in boilers as
a corrosion inhibitor. It has also been
suggested that lignin be used as a
purifier to remove various substances from streams of gases or
liquids in manufacturing plants.
A large amount of research work
is being done on lignin, both for determining its molecular structure
and for deriving new uses. It is
possible that phenols and other
products similar to coal tar derivatives can be produced in quantity
from lignin. This seems particularly
plausible when it is considered that
lignin plays a large part in the formation of coal in nature. The hydrogenation of the unsaturated bonds in
lignin is one of the most promising
of such processes, since it produces
phenol, cresol, methanol, and other
important chemicals. It is apparent
that much research on the subject
remains to be carried out, since the
problem of lignin disposal is the
chief obstacle to the full utilization
of wood.
THE ROSE TECHNIC
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he started something
that will never stop

•
▪
•

25 YEARS AGO a Westinghouse research engineer
started something that was destined to have a
profound effect upon the lives of all of us ...
and upon generations yet unborn.
That something was radio broadcasting.

•
•

.
Z7

Radio broadcasting was born
on November 2, 1920, when the Presidential Election
returns were broadcast from the tiny radio station,
KDKA—built by Dr. Frank Conrad at the
Westinghouse plant in East Pittsburgh, Pa. It was
the first scheduled radio broadcast in history . . .
the forerunner of a world-wide network that would
eventually carry enlightenment and entertainment
to the far corners of the earth.

Another "first"
by Westinghouse was the use of radio waves
to fuse a mirror-like finish on dull electrolytic
tin plate. High-frequency induction heating now
helps make one pound of war-scarce tin do
the work of three.

rif4 Dielectric death
... administered to weevils in grain elevators...
is another example of the ingenuity of Westinghouse
high-frequency engineers. Westinghouse dielectric
heating equipment is today speeding the bonding of
plywood and curing of plastics and synthetic rubber.

Frequency modulation
was pioneered by Westinghouse scientists as
far back as 1920. At that early time they
experimented with high frequencies that
led the way to the static-free, crystal-clear
FM we know today.

Television
has become a reality because of the
genius of Westinghouse micro- wave
experts, who developed the forerunner
of the Iconoscope in 1923 and the Kinescope in 1929.
These devices banished forever cumbersome scanning discs.

Research in microwaves
never stops at Westinghouse. Research,
begun 20 years ago, resulted
in the key electronic tube for
the first long range Radar equipment. Other secret devices, born
PLANTSgofwar in the Westinghouse Research
Laboratories, will conIN 25 CITIES
OFFICES EVERYWHERE
tribute to a better, brighter peacetime world.

W

Tune in: JOHN CHARLES THOMAS—Sunday,2:30 pm, EWT, NBC • TED MALONE—Monday through Friday, 11:45 am, EWT, American Network
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SAVE TIME WITH

THESE

-Khy TAPE-RULES
HANDYLii,z.,
Every busy engineering student needs a Tape-Rule for
his vest pocket — where it's
handy and ready for those
dozens of little measuring lobs
that come up every day.
There's no need wasting time
in search of a tape or in trying to guess the measurement.
Just reach in your pocket for
your "Mezurall" or "Wizard."
Your dealer can help you
select the one you need.
4,4e-

WIRES and CABLES
for every electrical purpose
CONDUITS—RACEWAYS
Moldings, Underfloor Duct,
Steel, Non-Metallic
A raceway for every wiring system
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NEW YORK
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SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

TAPES --ROLES — PRECISION TOOLS
BASIC U. S. INVENTIONS
(Continued from Page 7)
Goodyear's Vulcanized
Rubber 1844
Before vulcanization of rubber by
Charles Goodyear (patent 3633, issued June 15, 1844) rubber articles
became a sticky, unyielding mass in
winter. Owners of "Macintosh"
raincoats were warned against their
use in either hot or cold weather.
Goodyear was born in 1800 at New
Haven, Conn. His father was a hardware manufacturer, and Charles
Goodyear established the first hardware store in the United States in
Philadelphia for the sale of his
father's goods. However, Goodyear
was no business man, and the panic
of 1827 put him into bankruptcy and
in jail for debt for the first of many
times. By 1832 Goodyear had lived
in half a dozen towns and was jailed
as many times for debt in spite of
his many inventions improving hardware. In 1832 Goodyear first saw
rubber goods at Roxbury, Mass.,
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and made his first rubber invention.
There also he first met the problem
of the decomposing of unvulcanized
rubber.
At this time the principles of organic chemistry were still unknown.
However, in spite of an education
limited to reading, writing, and arithmetic, Goodyear then and there deliberately decided to work with the
improvement of rubber articles as a
life vocation. In 1836, while trying to
remove some unsuccessful bronze
ornamentation from rubber with
nitric acid, Goodyear discovered
(patent 240, issued June 17, 1837)
that the acid had also removed the
surface stickiness from the rubber.
The nitric acid method of curing of
the surface of rubber is still used.
The firm of Goodyear and Ballard
was founded on the basis of the
nitric acid rubber curing discovery,
but failed in the panic of 1836.
From 1836 to 1844 Goodyear devoted all of his time to searching for
a process of treating rubber to minimize the temperature effects. Good-

p.

year borrowed from everyone to buy
chemicals and food and was jailed
for debt three times in eight years.
In 1837 Goodyear bought a patent
application (patent No. 1,090 issued
February 24, 1839) from Nathaniel
Hayward on a process for curing
rubber by mixing it with sulphur
and exposing it to sunshine. The
process was successful, however,
only with thin rubber sheets, and
most of Goodyear's manufactured
articles were returned by customers
because they became sticky or rotten. By 1838 various attempts by individuals and companies to make
rubber useful had been abandoned
and all factories were closed.
In 1839 Goodyear accidentally
dropped a piece of rubber mixed
with sulphur on a hot stove and
found that it charred rather than
melted. For two years, while friends
saved him and his family of five
children from literal starvation,
Goodyear worked to determine the
right amount of heat required and
(Continued on Page 24)
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The RCA Radio Altimeter assures that the last mountains have been passed before letting down to the airport in the valley below.

Measuring every bump on the landscape"
-at 20,000 Feet!
A radio altimeter—that indicates the exact
height above land or sea—is another RCA
contribution to aviation.
Old-style altimeters gave only the approximate height above sea level—did not
warn of unexpected "off-course" mountains.
To perfect a better altimeter was one of
science's most baffling problems. So RCA
developed an instrument so accurate it
"measures every bump on the landscape"
from the highest possible altitudes..,so sensitive it can measure the height of a house
at 500 feet!
This altimeter—actually a form of radar
— directs radio waves from the airplane to
earth and back again ... tells the pilot ex-

actly how far he is from the ground...warns
of dangerously close clearance .. ."sees"
through heaviest fog or snow.
All the radio altimeters used in Army,
Navy and British aircraft were designed
and first produced by RCA. This same pioneering research goes into every RCA product. So when you buy an RCA Victor radio,
Victrola, television receiver, even a radio
tube replacement, you enjoy a unique pride
of ownership. For you know it is one of the
finest instruments of its kind that science
has yet achieved.
Radio Corporation of America, Radio
City, New York 20. Listen to The RCA
Show,Sunday,4:30 P. M.,E.T., over NBC.

will be a
major contribution to the safety of
post-war commercial flying. The
section at the left sends the radio
waves to earth and back again
while the "box" at the right—timing these waves to the millionth of
a second—tells the navigator the
plane's exact height in feet.
The RCA radio altimeter

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
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BASIC U. S. INVENTIONS
(Continued from Page 22)
how to apply it. During these days
it was almost as difficult to convince
anyone of the importance of the discovery as it had been to make the
discovery itself. Within a short time
after he perfected the vulcanizing
process, Goodyear paid off accumulated debts of $35,000.
Hancock and Macintosh, the British rubber manufacturers, saw a
piece of Goodyear's rubber and independently discovered the vulcanizing process for which Hancock
obtained a British patent, thus closing the British market to Goodyear.
Goodyear's delay in obtaining his
patent forced him to prosecute many
infringers. In 1852, in a suit against
Horace H. Day, Daniel Webster described the vulcanization of rubber
before the U. S. Circuit Court of
New Jersey as producing "nothing
less than elastic metal" (22 Journal
of the Patent Office Society 32). In
another case the U. S. Supreme
Court ruled, "The discovery was one
of great value. It is a mine of wealth
to the possessors." Goodyear had to
fight a total of 32 cases in the
Supreme Court to protect himself
and his licensees from infringements.
After discovering vulcanization,
Goodyear continued his work on
rubber and had issued to him about
60 patents for practically everything
but pneumatic tires. After winning
the major portion of his patent litigation, Goodyear took his family to
Europe where he spent $30,000 displaying rubber articles at the opening of the British Crystal Palace,
for which he received the Grand
Council medal. Then he spent $50,000
displaying his rubber articles at the
Paris Exposition. His last dollar was
gone, and he was in jail for debt
when the (French) Cross of the
Legion of Honor was delivered to
him. He lost his contest with Hancock for the British patent rights and
was jailed in England for debt. He
had to pawn his wife's jewelry to
pay passage back home. At home he
prospered for a short time, but lifelong ill health overcame him and he
died $200,000 in debt.
Page 24

Baekeland's "Bakelite" 1909
Leo H. Baekeland first carried
condensation of organic chemical
reagents to its commercial conclusion by producing a solid which
could be plasticized by heat and
molded as desired. Baekeland was
born in Ghent, Belgium, in 1863 and
graduated from the University of
Ghent at the head of his class with
a degree of doctor of science. He
supported himself in college by tutoring fellow students. He taught
chemistry and physics until 1889,
when he visited the United States
on a traveling scholarship.
In the United States, Baekeland
accepted a position as a chemist
with the Ansco Co. and continued a
former amateur study of the chemistry of photography. In 1893, Baekeland and Leonard Jacobi formed the
Nepera Chemical Co., where Baekeland developed "Velox" photographic paper as the culmination of
ten years of work in photography.
Velox is relatively insensitive to
yellow rays of light and can be developed with relatively intense artificial light. Baekeland insisted that
the manufacture of Velox be built
into a going business before it was
sold to the Eastman Kodak Co. As
a result, he received enough money
to make himself financially independent.
Baekeland now looked for a practical and interesting problem to occupy his time, so he chose to work
with synthetic resins. In 1872 Baeyer
had announced the principle that the
reaction between phenols and aldehydes in the presence of an acid
produced a resinous substance. The
Hyatt brothers commercially introduced celluloid in 1874 (patent
156,353), thus creating a market for
plastics. However, celluloid is limited in its use because it is inflammable and discolors. Manasse
(United States patent 526,786), October 2, 1894, used formaldehyde,
phenol, and a base to form a
"phenol-alcohol." Stephen (United
States patent 812,608, February 13,
1906) used the same materials from
which "a red-brown liquid is pro-

duced out of which acids precipitate
a deposit."
Baekeland did the initial work in
his own laboratory with his own
assistants and at his own expense
for several years. He found that
phenol and formaldehyde heated
under pressure produced (patent
942,809, issued December 7, 1909)
an amber transparent material which
molded perfectly. Westinghouse engineers, under an arrangement with
Baekeland, did development work
on the use of "Bakelite" for laminated and impregnable products, and
the Boonton Rubber Co. did development work on the molding of Bakelite.
Bakelite is the foundation for the
Bakelite Corp. which was formed
by amalgamation with the Condensite Co. of America and the Redmanol Co. It has since commercialized several synthetic plastics.
Baekeland, in addition to receiving ample financial returns, has been
honored by the chemical profession.
He received many medals and was
given the highest honors possible to
a United States citizen, by the Belgian government. His rewards were
the result of thorough training, infinite patience, willingness to work,
and a firm belief in the need for
practical results. He died February
23, 1944, at Beacon, N. Y.
Consideration of the inventions of
which America is proudest shows
that the problems solved by the inventions had been subjected to
numerous previously abandoned experiments and impractical solutions.
Benefit to the public is the basis for
all patents, but no such benefit was
derived until the men solved their
several problems with intelligent observation and much hard work. The
work required and the expenses incurred in showing practicality of the
solutions of the problems alone are
enough basis for any honor given
to the inventors.
Each han had the additional ability and perseverance to continue
work until a source of public supply
of his invention was available, and
only then did he receive any financial reward.
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HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU
with these Familiar things?

O.WHY WON'T A LIGHTED CIGARETTE RUIN
THIS "WOODEN" TABLE?
A.This table top is made of a new furniture

Q. WHAT HAS

HAPPENED TO SHOE SOLES THAT
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT?
A.Synthetic organic chemistry—to which UCC
devotes much of its many-sided research—
has made a real contribution to shoe soles.
This research has produced, among hundreds
of other types, a long-wearing, VINYLITE
plastic that is an ideal raw material for soles.

"wood." This material combines wood in all
its natural grain and beauty with plastics so
that it will resist even the heat of a burning
cigarette...and be remarkably free from mars
and stains. Its manufacturer gets plastics as
raw materials from a Unit of UCC.

Q. WHAT'S THE BIGGEST NEWS IN ELECTRICAL
INSULATION?
A. Out of UCC research have come new flame.
resistant insulating materials of plastic that
mean added years of carefree service with
safety. Out of the same research have come
the synthetic organic chemicals in quantity,
from which plastics are made for a profusion
of useful things to make a better world for you.

0.CAN A DASHBOARD GIVE A HINT?
A. Beauty and utility contributed by plastics to
molded dashboards for postwar cars indicate
how much has been and can be learned
through research. They hint of thousands of
improvements which can be achieved in products as plastics come back to peacetime use.

MEN have been able to improve these things because they
have been able to improve the raw materials that go into them.
The development of a wide range of plastics typifies the progress made with many other raw materials in the 20th Century.
UCC contributions to this progress have involved more than a
third of the known elements of the earth.
If you would like more information about plastics, write for a copy of
booklet P-10 "A Simplified Guide to BAKELITE and VINYLITE Plastics."

UNION

CARBIDE

AND

CARBON

CORPORATION

Principal Units in the United States and their Products
ALLOYS AND METALS— Eleetro Metallurgical Company, Haynes Stellite Company, Kemet Laboratories Company, Inc., United States Vanadium Corporation
CHEMICALS — Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation PLASTICS — Bakelite Corporation ELECTRODES, CARBONS IL BATTERIES— National Carbon Company, Inc.
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDES—The Linde Air Products Company, The Oxweld Railroad Service Company, The Prest•O-Lite Company, Inc.

RADAR—WARTIME MIRACLE
(Continued from Page 8)
determine the height of the ceiling.
The distance measured was from
50 to 130 miles. It was only with the
development of electronic devices
which could develop power and receiver sensitivity at suitable radio
frequencies that shorter distances
could be measured.
Research men found that the
shorter the radio wave, the easier it
was to form radio beams. With the
development of•new radio tubes ultra
short waves were created. Thus the
building of radar-beam apparatus
became practical.
Scientists and radio men were
aware of the radio echos for years
before any practical use was ever
made of them. They had on many
occasions measured the time required for the echo to reach the receiver. They found that these elusive signals came back from varying
distances, some from beyond the
orbit of the moon. At first these
nals were looked upon as interference which should be eliminated to
have perfect radio reception.
Radar is attributed to no lone inventor. Various men of science contributed in its development. The
basic principle of radar-radio reflection KIJold as radio itself.
But radar was not harnessed for
service until the necessity for the
preservation of man against warplanes.
As has already been said, "radar
IT)'es travel with the speed of light
and bounce back like a rubber ball
from the target and return to their

starting place." So fast does this
happen that a radar beam, locating
a target 1000 miles away, will flash
home with the message in a little
more than one-thousandth of a
second.
The waves are fired in short
bursts from a small antenna only a
few inches in length and projected
at ultra-high frequencies. Waves of
this type travel in a straight line to
the target and back again assuring
a carbon copy of the targets position.
Ordinary radio broadcasting waves
average about a thousand feet in
length and do not travel in a straight
line but curve around the surface of
the earth.
The waves are focused into a narrow beam by means of a reflector
similar to an automobile headlight.
The reflector is then rotated in all
directions so that every place in
space is scanned by the radar finger
in the same manner that a searchlight probes the darkness for an
object.
When the reflected signal rebounds from the target it is picked
up by a receiver and recorded by
various indicators. If the target is
a ship the indicators show the direction in which the ship lies and its
S istance. If the target is an airplane,
the indicators give direction, height
and distance.
As a fast approaching plane approaches a radar unit, its decreasing
distance is read from gauges by the
operator, as easily as a motorist
reads his mileage while traveling.
Only a tiny fraction of the o
inal power of the radar beam re-

turns to the receiver. On its outward journey, the radar beam travels
through vast expanses of space.
Much of it keeps right on going,
never striking a target of any kind.
Of the rays that do make contact
with an enemy plane or ship, a large
portion is scattered in all directions.
Consequently, the beam fragment
that makes the homeward journey
is so tiny that its electrical power
would have to be increased many
millions of times before it could
light an ordinary electric bulb. But
at the radar base highly sensitive
receivers pick up the weak signal
and amplify it many thousand times
enabling the operator to malce accurate readings.
The transmitted signal must be of
tremendous power, hundreds of
billions of times as great as the power
that returns to the receiver. The
greater the range and the more
square miles of space to be covered,
the more powerful is the original
S utput.
Most wartime applications of radar
are readily convertible to peacetime uses. The use of radar to detect enemy planes can be put to
work in traffic control at airports,
where there should be a tremendous
increase in the number of daily takeoffs and landings.
The possibility of aircraft crashing
against mountainsides or other lofty
obstructions will be greatly lessened
because radar penetrates the deepest fog and the most blinding snowstorm. Similarly, radar will prove
a peacetime boon in guiding ships
through dangerous waters.

is
Every Rose Man
Should have a
GOOD Photograph

MARTIN'S
PHOTO SHOP

Prompt Personal Service

CRAFTSMAN
INSURANCE CO.
YfDtI
Home Office Rep.

Choice Flowers

THE BIJOSSOM SHOP

404-406 Rea Bldg., Terre Haute

GLADYS COWAN POUND

Phone Crawford 8429

Telephone Crawford 3828

HEALTH - - ACCIDENT
HOSPITALIZATION

113 North 7th Street, TOM Haute, Ind.

Wabash at 7th St.
D.
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1HERE is hardly an industrial or commercial establishment that does not use heat in
some form—whether it be a bakery or a restaurant, a foundry or glass plant. When the
energetic,forward-looking men who have planted our banners on the ruined pillboxes of the
enemy return to take their places in our industrial and commercial life, they will find that
one factor in modern production comes readily
within reach of those with modest capital—
that is Gas equipment for the application of
heat.
True, there are giant Gas furnaces that represent substantial investment, engineered to do
big jobs in a big way. But there are types of

Gas equipment to fit every need—from the
biggest to the smallest. That is one of the
many advantages of Gas and Gas equipment—
flexibility. Here is a fuel and a method of application that meets every need for industrial
and commercial heat. It meets them economically, too, affording unit and overall savings
that any business man or industrialist appreciates.
The Industrial Engineers and Commercial
Representatives of local Gas Companies will be
glad to discuss with these new industrialists
and business men the advantages of modern
Gas equipment and advise them in the choice
cf specific equipment.

American Gas Association
Industrial and Commercial Gas Section
420 Lexington Avenue

OCTOBER, 1945

New York 17, N. Y.
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6,5

FOR ALL
INDUSTRIAL HEATING
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Men of Rose

ALUMNI NEWS
(Continued on Page 30)
Births
Captain and Mrs. Norman G.
Wittenbrock, ch.e., with high honors,
class of '38, have announced the
birth of a son, David George, August
4, 1945.
Deaths

May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
140 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE,IND.
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still retaining for a time his duties
in the lighting department. Here he
remained until his retirement in
1933.
The death of Robert K. Rochester,
c.e., class of '01, occurred at his
home in Elizabeth, N. J., August
18, 1945.
Mr. Rochester was born in Simcoe,
Ontario. After his graduation from
Rose he started a railroad career
with the Pennsylvania as an assistant engineer of maintenance of way
at Logansport, Indiana. Later he became engineer and superintendent
at Logansport and shortly before the
first World War was superintendent
at Cleveland.
He received a leave of absence
during the war to enter the Army
and eventually became a colonel, in
charge of railroads in the zones of
the army in France.
After the war Mr. Rochester returned to the Pennsylvania as superintendent on special duty at
Pittsburgh. He served as superintendent and general superintendent
at Cleveland, Columbus, Buffalo and
in 1926 at New York. In 1928 he
was assigned to Philadelphia as general manager of the Eastern region.
A few years later he was made
assistant to the vice-president of
operations, Martin W. Clement, now
the president, at Philadelphia.
After his retirement in January,
1945, he made his home in Elizabeth
until heart failure brought about
his death last August.
Word has been received of the
death of Frederick H. Froehlich,
e.e., class of '99, on June 30, 1945.
Mr. Froehlich was the president of
the Froehlich & Emery Engineering
Company of Toledo, Ohio.

News has been received of the
death of Elmer E. Gilbert, class of
'89, on August 6, 1945, at his home
in Schenectady, New York. Mr.
Gilbert had been retired from the
service of General Electric, with
/
2 years, since
whom he served 431
January 1, 1933.
Mr. Gilbert trained as an electrical and mechanical engineer at
Rose. Following his graduation in
1889 he went to Lynn, Mass., together with E. G. Waters, formerly
secretary of the sales committee of
the General Electric Company, and
accepted employment with the
Thompson-Houston Company.
He began work as a test man at
Lynn. Two years later he was transferred to the New York Office, and
in 1892, a few months after the
formation of the General Electric
Company, he was one of the sales
staff in the lighting department of
the New York Office. In 1898 he was
assigned to the lighting department
at the general office in Schenectady.
At this period the company was
conducting experiments on turbines
and had began to develop it into a
practical piece of apparatus. Success
in this work came in 1900, and in
1903, a 500-kilowatt Curtis turbine
was installed at Newport, R. I. and
negotiations were being made with
the Commonwealth Edison Company
for the installation of a 5,000-kiloVisitors
watt turbine in the new Fiske street
geV erating station of that company.
'11 Henry W. Ker, c.e.
This large undertaking engaged the
'32 Robert D. Moench, e.e.
attention of GE executives, design'33 Logan A. Gillett, m.e.
ing engineers factory personnel, and
'35 Emmet J. Cody, Jr., m.e.
sales engineers, among the latter
'41 Linn D. Burk, ch.e.
being Mr. Gilbert.
'41 Joseph W. Dreher, e.e.
In 1906, Mr. Gilbert who had alex-'43 Frederick Nahm, c.e.
ready become an outstanding tur'44 July Warren C. Letsinger,
bine salesman, was made manager e.e.
of sales in the Turbine Department,
ex-'44 Greger
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FROM GLIDER'S NOSE
The operating subsidiaries of
Air Reduction Company, Inc.,
are:
AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY
MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO.
Industrial Gases, Welding and
Cutting Equipment
NATIONAL CARBIDE CORPORATION
Calcium Carbide
PURE CARBONIC, INCORPORATED
Carbonic Gas and "Dry-Ice"
THE OHIO CHEMICAL & MFG. CO.
Medical Gases—Anesthesia
Apparatus—Hospital Equipment
WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC.
Arc Welding Equipment
•
AIRCO EXPORT CORPORATION
International Representatives
of the above Companies

OCTOBER, 1945

That's the amazing range of products made from Calcium Carbide, the material
that produces acetylene gas for welding and cutting. Now,through the modern
science of chemistry, this versatile product has become a basic material for
making a host of new things — plastics, rayon fabrics, cleaning fluid and
synthetic rubber — for a thousand different uses.
National Carbide is one of many Air Reduction products that play an
increasingly important part in diverse phases of American life...from aircraft
manufacture to food packaging .. . oxygen therapy to shipbuilding.

AIR REDUCTION
6o East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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HERM ERMISCH
CLEANERS
16th & Poplar

C-5056
El
El

Compliments of
WILLIAM L. WHITE
CONCRETE CONTRACTOR

Terre Haute, Indiana
El
El

D and H LAUNDRY
and

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING
C-6901—C-6228 12th & Chestnut
Chas. H. Dill - Frank Hoff
El
El

HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP
129 So. 7th St.
Largest Orchid Growers in
Western Indiana

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
(Continued from• Page 13)
the machine in a variety of ways.
They fired high-speed .22 caliber
rifle bullet into sandbags, took pictures of vacuum sweepers and electric shavers in operation, X-rayed a
golf ball the instant it was driven
from the tee. To learn the internal
damage caused by high-velocity
projectiles striking parts of the
human body, they even photographed a meaty soup-bone as it
was smashed by a bullet.
Postwar-wise, the millionth-of-asecond X-ray machine holds great
promise as an industrial and medical
tool. High-speed X-ray movies of
fast-moving machines are certainly
feasible. With such a tool the internal combustion engine, the steam
turbine, and other devices will be
forced to part with secrets of great
value to engineers. An English orni-

LA

El

Bresett Grocery Co., Inc.
12th and Wabash
C-6051
Free Delivery
El

726 Wabash Ave.
TERRE HAUTE

El

HERB LEACH
QUALITY SHOP

INDIANA
El

"Stop reaching—haven't you got
a tongue?"
"Yes, but my arms are longer."
Nurse: "Professor, a boy has arrived."
Professor: "Ask him what he
wants."

Doctor: "Why do you have TP76520 tatooed on your back?"
Patient: "That's not tattooed, doctor. That's where my wife ran into
me with the car when I was opening the garage door."

Wholesale and Retail

Your Sporting Goods Store

He: "Hello, baby."
She: "I'm nobodys baby, I'll have
you know."
He: "Well, wouldn't you feel like
hell at a family reunion?"

"I'd like to be cremated, but I'm
sure my wife wouldn't like it."
"Why not?"
"She's always complaining about
my leaving my ashes around."

PURE MILK & ICE CREAM

-ATHLETIC GOODS CO.

The moron cried gayly as he
walked into the crematorium:
"What's cooking?"

El

BORDENS
efir

thologist wondered if the X-ray
machine could be used to study the
wing-structure of birds in flight.
Maybe not, but it can perform many
other and more important tasks.

El

EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.

Things to Wear for Men who Care

523 Wabash

1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
D

•ENGRAVINGS
•DESIGNING
•PHOTOSTATS

El

FISCHER'S

VIQUESNEY'S

Auto Supply
Stores

"The Fountain Pen Store"
Drawing Equipment and Supplies

604 Wab. Ave.

TE

E Hall E

Necessities of
All Kinds

ci
Over 40 Years Experience

Plumbing and Heating

afty

329 OHIO ST. 901-3 WABASH AVE.
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El

Freitag-Weinhardt, Inc.

We Welcome Your Patronage

11

815 Ohio St.

El
El

Auto Accessories and

30-32 N. 6th St.
Phone C-2394

YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD

El

7-1

El
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ta# 1176cbeth needed
an electric waskinfry mach;ne
ADY MACBETH was the original lather lady! She hated spots. A "Damned Spot" ..
to be exact. In fact it was a tell-tale spot of blood that caused her downfall,
according to Will Shakespeare, the w.k. Bard of Avon. All Lady Macbeth needed was
some peroxide, cold water and an electric washing machine ... to change her destiny.
All the various elements of an electric washing machine, yes, even all the aluminum was on earth
when Lady Macbeth delivered her famous soliloquy to the bleak Scottish moors ... but
the best kilted necromancers of her Highland Court lacked the "know-how" to imagineer them.
We invented the word "Imagineering"* to describe how Alcoa, and other great
groups cf technicians go about the job of supplying the methods, materials
and machines of modern life.
Today .. . Youth laments that there are no new lands to discover, no new frontiers to cross.
And yet, in the uncharted kingdom of the mind, hardy pioneers are daily spanning
new horizons in the twin fields of invention and adaptation. Aluminum offers exciting new
opportunities to every intrepid Imagineer.
... who seeks new industrial worlds to conquer.
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
*Imagineering equals the union ofimagination, man's oldest mental development, and engineering his newest. Together the\ irc Thc 1,c‘

ALCOA

FIRST IN

R.0 $ a. ON.

OCTOBER, 1945
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Sly
Droolings
by Don Ingle, freshman
Why the black crepe on the door?
Is someone dead?
No, that's my roommate's towel.
"Your girl is spoiled, isn't she?"
"No, it's just the perfume she's
wearing."

"Does the doctor think your wife
is going to die, Mr. Jones?"
"Blamed if I know."
"Didn't he tell you something as
to the chances?"
"Yep. He told me to prepare for
the worst; and damned if he hasn't
got me guessing."

"Everybody is crazy over me,"
said the inmate of the first floor of
the insane asylum.
"There's only one thing worse
than trying to shave with a razor
after your wife has sharpened a pencil with it."
"And what's that?"
"Trying to write with the pencil."

One of our fliers had to hit the
A newspaper found a man in
silk, when his engines conked out.
Floating down thru space, he came Arkansas who lived so far back in
"They say you can tell a girl's
upon an old lady floating up thru the hills he never has seen Mrs.
character by the clothes she wears."
Roosevelt.
same.
"Nonsense. I'm sure the girls have
"Hey: Lady," he yelled, "Seen
more
character than that."
with
Tom,
"Give me a sentence,
anything of a Mustang going down?"
"Just passed it," she yelled back. the word "Rotterdam" in it."
Pastor: "Are you troubled with
"My sister et my candy, an I hope
"Seen anything of a gas stove goimproper
thoughts?"
it'll rotter damn teeth out."
ing up?"
Sinner: "Naw, I rather enjoy 'em."
"Can you make up a sentence
Prof. (Chem.): "Snerd, what is
Pat: "How did Brother Jones
water?"
with the phrase 'bitter end' in it,
the chemical formula for
die?"
"
Mary?"
Snerd: "HIJKLMNO.
Mike: "He fell through some
After thinking a while, Mary reProf. "What in heavens name are
."
scaffolding
cat
our
you talking about Snerd? Stop bab- plied: "Our dog chased
was he doing up
"What
Pat:
and bitter end."
bling."
there?"
Snerd: "Well sir, you said yesterMike: "Being hanged."
"Willie, name six animals that inday that it was H to 0."
habit the land around the north
Lost Fresh: "Pardon me, is this
lady
pole."
leading
"I hear you and the
Willie: "Three polar bears, two the Gas Department?"
are on the outs."
Prof.: "No, this is Public SpeakElectrician: "Yeah, it was one of seals and a whale."
ing."
those quick-change scenes with the
Freshman: "Well, I didn't miss it
Absent-minded salesgirl (as date
stage all dark. She asked me for her
did I?"
much,
tights and I thought she said lights." kisses her goodnight): "Will that be
all?"
"Mr. Smith," said the lady at the
class
Prexy: "You missed my
church
festival, "won't you buy a
yesterday, didn't you?"
An officer approached the young bouquet for the
lady you love?"
Blickwedel: "Not in the least, sir, man in the neatly fitting uniform and
I'm
"Sorry;
a
man."
married
not in the least."
asked, "What's the eighth general
order?"
Then there was the Scotch farm"I don't know," the fellow replied.
Stranger: "I represent a society
er,
father of two daughters, who
"Have you ever been on guard
for the suppression of profanity. I
bought a double-barreled shotgun.
want to take the profanity out of duty?"
"Nope."
your life."
She: "What's the matter? Don't
you know enough to say
"Don't
Stan"Hey,
Jones, to roommate:
you
in?"
love me any more?"
you
are
outfit
What
either?
`sir'
buy
to
ley, heres a man who wants
V-12:
"Sure I do. I'm just resting."
"
Coca-Cola.
with
I'm
"Me?
your Ford."
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efficiency, as in the
modernincmidemp.Inl92:;
a60-watt lamp cost Ineents.Today the GO-watt bulb gives
rnorelightforthesaniecurreiltand
costsmlylOcents,plustax—tha
to G-E research
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RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING KEEP
GENERAL ELECTRIC YEARS AHEAD

A NEW "HOUSE OHVIAGIC" FOR PEACETIMEf1'1 [41
"Many things have been discovered during this war, and we can
and must develop them into better things for peacetime.
"Today we have 550 research, people ort our staff. New facilities
will not only give increased outlet for their abilities, but will provide
opportunities for new research niinds with new talents.
. even more than in the past the laboratory will emphasize
-ontinuing and expanding the work begun
research in pure s(
by Dr. Whitney and the late Dr. Steinmetz forty-five years ago."
C. E. Wilson
President, General Electric Company

A New Idea
In 1900 Dr. Steinmetz, Elihu
Thomson, A. G. Davis, and E. W.
Rice, Jr. originated the idea of a
laboratory that would be devoted
to the problems of fundamental research, without immediate concern
for commercial results.
Up to then fundamental research
in this country what there was of
it—had been largely left to colleges.
In 1900 industrial laboratories had
not grown beyond the status of
"trouble stations" maintained only
for the immediate needs of the
factories.
They started the G-E Research
Laboratory from scratch—in a
1)arn behind the Steinmetz home
fin-. cry from the $8,000,000
laboratory building planned for
peacet e America.
Years of research and engineering have built the laborat orv int o a
• I louse
of :.
II
meant the work and ideas of men
like Dr. W. R. Whitney, Dr. W. D.
Coolidg-e and Dr. Irving Langmuir.
191,1- the laboratory moved to a
new brick structure then the last
word. in laboratory construction.
Research had come into its own.
The libonttory will now move to
a more spacious location. Plans
have been approved, the site has
been chosen, and it is hoped that
ran st :11'1 Wit hin X
Schenectady, offers special advantages for a "'louse of Magic" of the
future. On a rocky cliff near the

Mohawk River, it's particularly
adaptable to General Electric's
work with radar, television, highfrequency, jet engines, and x-ray.

Nil
Research Staff Will Grow
An expanded statf \will carry oil

on a
15expansion may be reonired, such
as smaller
puri)
cholla,.0
4 1,
!pinimm(
"1 tier 1,,,i1
grounds around it
ings.
'But the ideas evolved in this new
laboratory will not be the ultima.
in research. The word resear,
implies a continuing process. It is
unlikely that the physicists, chemists, and engineers of our country
will ever stop prying into the
secrets of fundamental science. In
the words of Dr. Coolidge, "A

,

,

441114„,
11114IL

.T/S,

This new building—as an artist sees it—will be from two to five stories in height and will
include 300,000 square feet of laboratory working space.

In the past f()rty-tive years G.E.
has contributed to better living in
America—not only through new
developments in electricity, metallurgy, electronics, and chemistry,
but also through reduced cost and

research lahorat ory is essentially a
group of men in a congenial atmosphere, engag-ed in extending the
frontiers of knowledge." General
Electric Company, Schenectady,
NC2 York.

The best investment in the world is in your country's future. Keep all the Bonds you Buy.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

'Crap guy Ckd
MILDER... BETTER -TASTING...COOLER

Yes, when you remember your
A B C's of smoking pleasure you remember
the three important benefits that Chesterfield's
Right Combination ... World's Best Tobaccos
gives you. Here they are: A—ALWAYS MILDER,
B—BETTER TASTE and C-COOLER SMOKING.
GAITTE
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